Any
Powers sector is the driver to growth of country

Powers sectors supply fuels to various sectors of economy to run, but recent reports like only by NSSO showing decreasing percentage value of power sector is wrong. Some of it has can be happened because

(i) Shift Radical shift towards renewable energy sector

(ii) Decreasing demand in industry growth

(iii) Tangle between Discoms & Corruption between them Ex-Tata scam

(iv) Political-businessman nexus for bill in power sector

(v) Structural reform policies, new like new HELP policy & new bidding system for Coal

(vi) Bad financial health of discoms

(vii) More focus on climate sensitiv policies by government to rely less on Coal, which is a necessary evil for Indian power sector

So to allow power sector to serve following things should be done

(i) Gradual shift to renewable energy

(ii) Proper in implementation of UDAY bonds scheme

(iii) Discoms should become only power sectors to supply in smaller areas by
distribution franchise who will be more customer oriented

(i) Reduce cost of electricity
(ii) Implementation of cap in open access provision of Electricity act 2003
(iii) Reduce political-businessmen nexus by bringing transparency in bidding system
(iv) Creating business friendly policy like open access policy

Thus by increasing transparency & better policy & rate cuts there is a chance that power sector can be rebooth the 'role of Indian economy different